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A MESSAGE FROM THE GM 
 

In the past, Doc.It’s President, Kevin 
Murray had the honor of writing to you, but 
Kevin has now passed the baton to me. 
Doc.It is experiencing some very exciting 
times. We have reorganized to serve you 
better, and we have multiple software 
releases around the corner. As always, we 

strive to ensure our clients have the best tools in place for 
continued growth of their firms. 

In May, we added Carlos Guarany, in a newly created position, as Manager of 
Software Development. Carlos’ role is to manage the day-to-day development 
work and the development team. Robert Dickens, Director of Software 
Architecture and Development, continues to architect our software and provide 
oversight to the Development team. The team has been working hard to 
increase the software’s quality by adding automated testing to Doc.It V4.6. The 
results won’t become evident immediately, but the effort will pay dividends 
over time as the number of tests continues to grow. This new team will be able 
to schedule and execute our development on a more predictable basis and 
with better quality. 

Another change is the creation of a Client Success Manager. Tony Fabrizio, 
after being in Support for 10 years, has moved into this new position. Tony’s 
focus is on you. He will be conducting client review meetings to discuss how 
your firm is doing, quarterbacking issues to our team and helping you get the 
most out of your investment in Doc.It. Tony is assisted by other staff to conduct 
these meetings. We will continue to keep you abreast on further initiatives 
planned to help increase satisfaction and software utilization for our clients.

We continue with the early adoption release of our V4.6 software for both on 
premise, hosted and cloud deployments. More details are below in product 
development updates.

I must say that these are exciting times at Doc.It, and we look forward to you sharing in these developments.

DON EMERY,  CPA,  CA

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS  
Tony Fabrizio tfabrizio@doc-it.com
 
If you have product improvement suggestions, or feel you are not using enough of what you are paying for, I would love 
to assist. While the last year has been difficult for all of us, I hope that Doc.It has helped streamline your operations and 
made life a little easier on your firm. Many clients are reporting that the Doc.It Portal really caught on with more reliance 
on remote document transfer. Some were not aware that they could locally scan into their Doc.It Inbox from home. 

Whether you have suggestions, concerns, or requests, the Client Success Department is fully dedicated to your 
firm’s prosperity. Please book a time slot with me here to chat. I am here to help you through any issues, field your 
suggestions, and to make sure you are maximizing the value of our software. I look forward to hearing from you!
 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT UPDATES   
Robert Dickens rdickens@doc-it.com 
 
Big things are happening in Development. Our V4.6 release for on-premises or hosted deployment is well into our Early 
Adaptor Program (EAP) and is nearing general release (planned for this summer). We will be releasing it to a limited 
number of firms, and it will be available on a first come, first serve basis. If interested, you can reach out to Tony at 
tfabrizio@doc-it.com to get onto the list. V4.6 has 20+ new features, several new security enhancements, and it utilizes 
the same user interface as V4.5. 
    
Doc.It has three software editions; Doc.It Suite, Doc.It Explore and Doc.It Connect - all of which can run on the V4.6 
platform. These three editions have just been released into EAP for cloud deployment using the Classic Windows 
interface that you are familiar with. This is a true SaaS cloud software running in Microsoft Azure with 100% functional 
parity to the on-premises deployment. We are running a handful of firms in EAP before entering general release in late 
2021 or early 2022.

We are also working on adding a browser-based interface option for V4.6. This is a totally redesigned browser interface 
that runs with all the existing functionality of V4.6 accessed via common commercial browsers. This will also run in EAP 
with general release in 2022. 

Once this is completed, we will have options for the three editions to have multiple deployment methods, with selection 
of the browser or the classic Window’s interface - all of which run on our V4.6 platform. Once on the V4.6 platform, one 
can move between editions, deployments, or interfaces as it is all inherent in the software. This release will ensure that 
your investment in Doc.It is protected well into the future! 

SUPPORT AND SERVICES   
Ron Allan rallen@doc-it.com
 
As we work through the pandemic, we strive to continue providing excellent support to our clients. We have added a 
new Technical Analyst to the Support group to replace Tony. Alex Schneider comes to Doc.It with a strong technical 
background and has already added great value to our support team. 

We have been working on an update for Doc.It Suite V4.5. The update will include the new Outlook Add-In that replaces 
the Doc.It Email Converter. Additionally, we have introduced a new component that will contain the Doc-It PDF Editor and 
the new Outlook Add-In. That component is called Desktop Integrator. It will require that Microsoft Framework 4.8 be 
installed on all systems prior to the update being applied. Later this year we will be replacing the existing Doc.It 4 PDF 
Printer with a new one based on the Microsoft PDF printer. 

Lastly, we are developing a release strategy to ensure regular and predictable software releases. We will provide more 
details in our next newsletter.

HELPFUL TIPS FROM DOC.IT TRAINERS 
Chuck Wilson, Troy Altomare cwilson@doc-it.com, taltomare@doc-it.com
 
Doc.It AutoFile
Our Autofile feature is an automation utility used to automatically move documents to a correct location in the Doc.It 
system. The locations include Binders, Archives, and Portals. Policies are typically used with AutoFile to store documents 
in a client’s Archive. Did you know that policies can also be used to name documents when using AutoFile to store 
documents in a client Binder?

Many firms struggle with maintaining document naming conventions. Something as simple as an incorrect document 
name can cause a workflow bottleneck. Doc.It AutoFile can help name files in Work Binders by allowing the use of a 
policy during the AutoFile rule setup. The policies used to name files in work binders function the same as the Archive 
policies with the exception of setting a file retention. This means that dynamic fields can be used to add information 
to the new file name from the content of the document or from the original file name. For more information on the 
configuration please see our training video “Use Doc.It AutoFile to Name Binder Documents” 

Right click functionality
Have you looked at your right click menu options?

• Append PDFs to archived PDFs. By right clicking on a PDF in your inbox or a work binder, you have the option to   
 “Append to Archived Document”.

• Apply a policy to a document while it is in a work binder to enforce naming conventions.

• Review a document’s revision history if you need to restore or refer to a prior version of a document.

• Convert common MS Office documents and images to PDF without needing to print them and drag and drop them  
 into their original folder.
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